We present rules that allow one to predict the stability of DNA pyrimidine-purine-pyrimidine (Y-R-Y) triple helices on the basis of the sequence. The rules were derived from van Prediction of macromolecular physical properties using only the sequence is one of the primary goals of biophysical chemistry. The utility of such models is in the ability to predict the stability of RNA or DNA helices based on the sequence alone (1, 2), the flexibility of the DNA duplex (3), local helical geometry (4, 5) , and the propensity of a particular sequence to undergo a structural transition between different helical forms (6). A predictive model for triple-helix stability could have broad application as well. Triple-helix formation can be used to recognize DNA duplexes highly specifically (for reviews, see refs. 7-10) and has potential for antisense and therapeutic applications. In this paper, we present a model for predicting DNA triplex stability using only the sequence.
Prediction of macromolecular physical properties using only the sequence is one of the primary goals of biophysical chemistry. The utility of such models is in the ability to predict the stability of RNA or DNA helices based on the sequence alone (1, 2) , the flexibility of the DNA duplex (3), local helical geometry (4, 5) , and the propensity of a particular sequence to undergo a structural transition between different helical forms (6) . A predictive model for triple-helix stability could have broad application as well. Triple-helix formation can be used to recognize DNA duplexes highly specifically (for reviews, see refs. [7] [8] [9] [10] and has potential for antisense and therapeutic applications. In this paper, we present a model for predicting DNA triplex stability using only the sequence.
In developing a predictive model, two features are important: (i) the appropriateness of the parameters used to construct the model and (ii) the distribution of the sequences used as the basis set in its parameterization. For the prediction of the enthalpy of triplex formation (AH°), a nearest neighbor model was used, whereas a combination model (one containing a mixture of mono-and dinucleotide parameters) was found to be best for prediction of the free energy of the triplex (AG°). A wide variety of sequences was used as the basis set for determination of the model parameters. The basis set does contain more GC than AT rich sequences. However, the accuracy of predictions in both AG°and AH°for all the sequences tested indicates that this is not a serious problem. The models presented here provide the first framework for
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predicting triplex stability in a broad variety of sequences and conditions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Oligonucleotides. All DNA used was synthesized as described (11 (11, 13) . Briefly, the melting data were treated with a statistical mechanical approach where the equilibrium is broken up into discrete states (11, 14) of C+-G-C triples depends strongly on where each lies in the sequence, analogous to observations for the G-T*A triple (18) . For example, removal of the 5' C from the third strand ( Fig.  2A) Phase Diagram Crossover. Examination of the phase diagrams for the other triplexes studied reinforced the notion of repulsion by adjacent cytosines (Fig. 3) . The phase diagrams of three triplexes in Fig. 3 (i) the number of CC steps, (ii) the total number of TC or CT steps, and (iii) the number of TT steps (see Eq. 1 in Table 1 ). This is because the enthalpy primarily reflects stacking interactions between adjacent bases. The fitting procedure confirmed this notion, producing predictions quite close to the experimentally determined numbers in all but one case (28WC + 5'PY10) and an rms residual of -4 kcal/mol, roughly the reproducibility of the experiment (Table 2) . No terms were included in the model for temperature, pH, or buffer contributions to AH°. The first two of these are unlikely to have an Fig. 3 imply. This crossover in stability, combined with the repulsion from adjacent cytosines, produces the result that a CT repeat will be the most stable triplex below pH 7 stable. AG°for nucleation of the triplex (6.0 kcal) is about the same as that found for duplex DNA (2) and almost twice as large as that of duplex RNA (1) .
The notion of C+-G'C triples having higher stability than T-A-T triples is contrary to some initial observations made from NMR spectroscopy (19) utility is to use them to predict both the tm of our data and the data of others. In Fig. 4 precision with the rms error of 3.4°C in tm. This corresponds to -1.5 kcal/mol in AG°for the sequences used, which we feel is quite good given the limited number of parameters in the model and the extrapolations involved.
The model's stability prediction of data from other laboratories is also quite good (Fig. 4B) , with the exception of affinity cleavage data, even though the ionic conditions are not uniform. In many thermal melting and calorimetric experiments, we are able to predict the melting temperature (21, 23, (26) (27) (28) within 6°C, only slightly worse than the members of our data set (Fig. 4B). Once again, the model shows no apparent bias in GC content or pH. There are five cases where our prediction is off by -11-13°C (24, (29) (30) (31) (32) . In two cases (29, 30) , our underestimate of tm is likely due to the high spermine concentration used (0.5-1.0 mM). Our predictions are accurate for oligos between 8 and 16 nt long, but overestimate the stability of a 22-mer sequence (24, 31) perhaps indicating a nonadditive length dependence for long triplexes.
Our predictions only coincide with affinity cleavage when it is done under conditions we would predict to be close to tm. The difference in AG°p redicted from these experiments generally underestimates that which we derive for strand composition (33, 34) pH dependence (35) , and length dependence (36 
